


Questions 

  A/ Reading and comprehension :  

 

a- The text is a letter             ………………                                                                                                  

b- Lisa and her family are going to stay four days in Spain                 ………………                                                          

c- Lisa will buy some souvenirs and presents              …………… 

 

 

           Sender             Receiver          Country    Weather  

……………………………. ………………………………... …………………………. …………………………. 

 

 

a- Why does Lisa feel so excited?  

b- What are Lisa and her family going to do on the second day of the trip?  

c- Is Pisa the capital of Italy?  

 

 

✓Fun                                        drops of water from the clouds. 
 
✓passport                              A journey or excursion, especially for pleasure. 
 
✓trip                                       An official document with your photo.                                                    
                                                            
✓rainy                                    Enjoyment, amusement, or light-hearted pleasure. 

                                

     B/ Mastery of the language :   

 

 

A-Tomorrow, my family and I ……………………………. ( visit ) Tipaza. I’m so happy. 

I ………………….( see) the Roman ruins.                                                                                            

b- My sister Maria ………………………..( not/ go ) on holiday this year . 

Activity one Read the text and say “True”, “False”  or  “Not mentioned”. 

Activity  Two Complete the table below from the text .  

Activity  three Read the text again and answer the questions. 

Activity  Four  Match each word with its definition . 

Activity  One  Put the verbs between brackets in the future tense. (be going 

to) 



 

  

                                      There / Thank / Weather / South 

 

 

 

 

   C/ Situation of integration:  

 

 

 

 

 

   

            

       

                                                                                                      

Good luck sweethearts  

Nouns Adjectives 
Snow 
Noise 
Cloud 
Fog 

 

…………………………………… 
…………………………………… 
………………………………….. 

…………………………………….. 

Activity  Two  Form adjectives from the following nouns 

 

Activity  Three Classify the following words according to their consonant 

sound. 

 

          [θ] 
.............................
.............................
...... 
 

         [ð] 
……………………………

……………………………

………… 

You have already planned your visit to Turkey. Write a letter to your friend telling 

him/her what you are going to do in this beautiful country using these cues.  

Day 1 : visit the Blue Mosque/ take photos / ………….      Day 4: Go to the beach/  

Day 2 : Explore Aspendos Theatre / ………                           practice outdoor activities . 

 Day 3 : move to Bodrum castle / buy souvenirs .           Day5 : Go shopping/eat tasty food                                

                                          Use : the future ( be going to )     

                                                                                             

    The Blue Mosque  Aspendos Theatre     Bodrum Castle  



                                             Correction  

  Reading and comprehension :  

 

a- The text is a letter              true                                                                                                 

b- Lisa and her family are going to stay four days in Spain                    False                                                

c- Lisa will buy some souvenirs and presents                     Not mentioned  

        

 

 

           Sender             Receiver          Country    Weather  

             Lisa              Lucy         Italy        Sunny and warm  

 

 

a- Why does Lisa feel so excited ?  

Lisa feel so excited because she is going to visit many interesting places 

with her family . 

b- What are Lisa and her family going to do on the second day of  the trip ?  

On the second day Lisa and her family are going to move to “Pisa.” They are 

going to visit the leaning tower of Pisa.  

c- Is  Pisa the capital of Italy ?  

No, it isn’t . 

 

 

✓Fun                                        drops of water from the clouds . 
 
✓passport                              A journey or excursion , especially for pleasure . 
 
✓trip                                       An official document with your photo.                                                    
                                                            
✓rainy                                    Enjoyment, amusement, or light-hearted pleasure . 

                                

Activity  Two Complete the table below from the text .  

Activity  three Read the text again and answer the questions. 

Activity  Four  Match each word with its definition . 

Activity one Read the text and say “True”, “False”  or  “Not mentioned”. 



       Mastery of the language :   

 

 

a-Tomorrow, my family and I  are going to visit ( visit ) Tipaza. I’m so happy. I 

am going to see ( see) the Roman ruins.                                                                                            

b- My sister Maria  isn’t going to go ( not/ go ) on holiday this year . 

 

 

 

  

                                    There / Thank / Weather / South 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                   Nouns                Adjectives  

        Snow   
         Noise   
         Cloud  
           Fog  

Snowy  
Noisy  
Cloudy  
Foggy  

Activity  One  Put the verbs between brackets in the future tense. ( be going to) 

Activity  Two  Form adjectives from the following nouns 

 

Activity  Three Classify the following words  according to their consonant sound. 

 

          [θ] 
Thank / South  
 

         [ð] 
There / Weather  



 

 

 

 
 

 

 


